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The primary objective of this paper is to extend the results of N. RomanotT 
(Math. Ann. 109, 1934, 668-678) in the following way: If  ,4, and A2 are fixed 
Gaussian integers with A : = 1, and 
then {n + 4.) has positive density in Z[i], where H ranges over the Gaussian 
primes,and &=O. I,=l, Bn+2=n,dn+, + A,(,. Similar results are obtained in 
the domain E[w], where o=exp(2xi/3). Our methods are elementary. In the 
opposite direction, we show that the positive density of {n + 4,) cannot be derived 
from density considerations alone. Cr) 1992 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1934, Romanoff [4] proved that the numbers of the form p + 2” have 
positive density in Z. His methods as well as those of ErdGs are treated in 
[3]. The present paper is concerned with their extension to certain 
algebraic number fields. If B is the set of algebraic integers in an algebraic 
number field and N(cr) denotes the norm of 01 in B, then we define the lower 
asymptotic density (which we shall simply call the density) of an infinite. 
sequence A of integers in B by 
A(x) 6(A) = lim inf - 
.x-m B(x) 
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with 
A(x)= 1 1 and B(x)= 1 1. 
aeA.N(a)Cx /?EB.N(P)S.X 
Let {dn} be a sequence of Gaussian integers such that 4,+ Z = 
Al#“,l + /12$n with &, = 0 and 4, = 1, where we impose the condition that 
A:=1 and In1-,,/m1#I,4,+Jml. Writing @ for the 
sequence (sin> and P for the sequence of Gaussian primes, we show that 
6(P+@)>O in Z[i]. Similar results are obtained in Z[w]. 
In the opposite direction, we show that the positive density of P+ @ 
cannot be derived from density considerations alone. In fact, even in Z, we 
prove the following. 
Let a, < a2 < ... have zero density. Then there exists an increasing 
sequence U = { ui, ua, . . . } with u, 6 a, such that for each k, the density of 
P* + U + U + ... + U (k times) is zero, where P* is the sequence of 
rational primes. 
2. A SIEVE IN Z[i] 
In what follows, Greek letters will denote Gaussian integers unless 
otherwise stated. We reserve the letters rr, rr’ for Gaussian primes. Let x be 
a real variable, f(x) any real function of x, and g(x) a positive function of 
x. Then in addition to the standard big-0 and little-o notation, we write 
f<<g to mean that 
f lim sup - < A *, 
x-m g 
and 
f>>g to mean that 
f iim inf - > B*, 
.x+00 g 
where A* and B* are positive constants. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let v be squarefree and let M,(v) be the number of residue 
classes of r,~ modulo v such that q(q - t)=O (mod v). Then MC(v)= 
z*(v)/r*((v, t)), where r*(a) denotes the number of Gaussian divisors u + iv 
of a with u > 0, v 2 0, and (v, 5) denotes the gcd of v and 5. 
Proof: For fixed 5, r*(y) and r*((y, 5)) are multiplicative functions of 
y. Since M,(n) = z*(n)/~*((x, 5)) f or each prime R, the lemma follows from 
the Chinese Remainder Theorem. i 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let 5 E Z [ i] with N( 5 ) even, and let .Y E R! with / 5 1 < X. Then 
where 
if y=o, 
if y is divisible by x2 for any Gaussian prime x, 
if y=?l~712*” IL, where ni are distinct 
nonassociate Gaussian primes. 
Proof. The following estimates are easy to obtain. 
where C, is independent of x, 
if s=$ 
if s=l (2.1) 
if s = 2, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Let F be a nonnegative multiplicative function such that F(a) = 0 for all 
nonsquarefree IX. Then for all 5 # 0 
= c F(Y) fl (l+F(n)). (2.4) 
IYI c 1 TIC 
(y.5)= 1 
Let S be a real-valued function in Z[i] with S( 1) = 1 such that S(a) = 0 for 
nonsquarefree ~1. Let 
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and let f(x) denote the number of q E Z[i] with 191 d x such that q(q - 5) 
is relatively prime to A. Now 
so following Selberg [S] 
where al2 = (a,, ~1~). In Fig. 1, let the circles of radius x centered at 0 and 
at C intersect at X and Z, where 0 is the origin and OC= ItI,< 
x=ox=cx. 
Then 
c 1 <M,(v) 
A(x, 5) a + O(Qb, 5)) 3 
b7ldX I(s-5)l<x 
v(q-<)=O(modv) 
FIGURE 1 
641/42/l-7 
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where A(x, 5) and Q(x, 5) respectively denote the area and perimeter of the 
loop XTZY, and M, (tj) has been defined in Lemma 2.1. Hence, by using 
Lemma 2.1 and (2.5) we get 
where tI=cc,a,/a,,. The remainder of the proof of Lemma 2.2 is a 
straightforward application of Selberg’s method and (2.4). 1 
3. DIVISIBILITY PROPERTIES OF @ 
We have the identities 
$-,= -(-A2)rh 
4 n+m=4mhI+1+/f2h-I4n~ 
In particular 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
and 
Therefore 
f&(4 n+4k-A:k~,,-4k)=~2n~4k. (3.3) 
Now, let /1, be a Gaussian unit (so that /1 i = 1) and let n” =n’ (mod 8). 
Then (3.3) becomes 
(t&7,, -AZ,) 4(,,~ + n’)/Z = d(,,,- d),2h7”+d5 (3.4) 
where we have taken k = (n” - n’)/8 and n = (n” + n’)/2. 
For squarefree y, define L(y) as the smallest positive n such that 4, E 0 
(mod r), and P(y) as the period of @ modulo y. Note that (3.2) and (3.3) 
imply 
P(Y) I WY). (3.5) 
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We also have 
4 rL(y)+h-4~(y)+14h (mod?). 
The following lemma will be needed and is of interest in its own right. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D and E be integral domains, and let f: D -+ E, 
g: E -+ D be such that f(x) 1 y if and onZy if a I g(y). Then 
(i) {f(a), f(p)} andf({a, p}) are associates in E, and 
(ii) (g(y), g(6)) and g((y, 6)) are associates in D, 
where (a, p} denotes the km of a and B. [This lemma has an obvious 
Lattice-Theoretical generalization: if L and L’ are lattices and f: L + L’, 
g:L’-+L such that x<f(y) zf and only zj’g(x)dy, then g(uvv)= 
g(u) v g(v) andf(u A 0) =f(u) A f(v).1 
Prod 0) {f(a),f(B)}lt * f(a)lt,f(P)It * aIg(O,Pls(5) * 
{a, P) I g(t)-f(la, 8))15. Therefore {f(a), f(B)) and f((s P>) are 
associates in E. 
(ii) Ql(g(a),dB))* 01 g(a), 81 g(B) of(e)Ia,f(e)IPof(e)I(a, B) 
o 0 I g((a, B)). Therefore (g(a), g(p)) and g((a, /I)) are associates in D. 1 
COROLLARY 3.1. L( {a, b}) = {L(a), L(b)}. 
Proox From (3.1) it follows that the set of x such that y 14, is an ideal. 
Hence y ( 4, if and only if L(y) Ix. 
The result, therefore, follows directly from Lemma 3.1, 
LEMMA 3.2. Let n” E n’ (mod 8), qS,,. G q5,,, (mod y) and let y be 
squarefree. Then there exist ‘a, and a2 with y= ala? such that L(a,)l 
(n” + n’) and L(aZ) I ((n” - n’)/2). 
This follows from (3.4). 
4. A COMBINATORIAL ARGUMENT 
We need the following lemma and its corollary. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let H,(p) denote the number of positive n d P(y) for which 
qb,, E p (mod y ). Then 
~4 < 32 JP(Y) T*(Y 1. 
Proof. Let O<m,<m,< ... <m H7Cpp<Pp(y) be such that d,,=p 
(mod y). By the pigeonhole principle, there exists a residue class (mod 8) 
containing at least H,(p)/8 of the mj. Let this class contain n,, n,, . . . . n, 
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with O<n, <n2< ... tn,, where 8t 2 H,(p). Thus, we have 0 < n, < 
n, < . . <n, < P(y) with nir nj (mod 8) and d,, z 4, (mod y). Then by 
(3.4), for each i, j we have 
d”, + n,hz, ~ lz,)/Z = 0 (mod Y ). 
So for each i, j with 1 6 id t, 1 d j < t, there exists ad and DC with aclBij = y 
such that L(a,) 1 (ni + n,) and L(/?,) ( (n, - nj)/2. Now 0 < ni + nj < 2P(y) and 
L(a,) ( (ni + nj) so that n, + nj belongs to a set of at most 2P(y)/La,) values. 
In addition -P(y)<n,-n,dP(y) and 2L@,)((n,--n,), so that ni-nj 
belongs to a set of at most P(y)/L(a,) values. Therefore the pairs (ni + nj, 
yli- nj) belong to a set of at most 2P2(y)/L(aU) L(b,) values. For each 
factorization y = a/?, the number of pairs (n,+ nj, n, - nj) is therefore at 
most 2P’(y)/L(a) L(p)< 16P(y), where we have used Corollary 3.1 and 
(3.5). Hence t2 6 16P(y) r*(y), and thus H,(p) 6 32 d/P(y) r*(y). 1 
COROLLARY 4.1. The number of pairs (m, n) with /q5,1< lqS,,l <x such 
that 4, = qi, (mod y) is 
O(#log’x). 
ProoJ We note that Id,,1 <an and 14,,/ >> b” for all n, where a and b 
are positive constants. For fixed m, and n > m, the sequence (d,, . . . . #,} 
can be partitioned into at most [(n - m)/P(y)] + 1 << log x/P(y) classes 
WY 4 ,+,, . . . . h+Po,--l }, where r = m, m + P(y), m + 2P(y), . . . . 
But in each of these classes the number of n such that 4, = 4, (mod y) 
is H,(d,). Therefore 
# {n: lh 6 x and 4, = 4, (mod y)} 
,<H,(~,)logx<<Jp(Y)7*(Y)log~ 
P(Y) WY) ' 
by Lemma 4.1. Since 
l/i,-~~l#In,+J~l, 
the number of m with Id,1 <x is of order log x. Therefore 
#((m,n):O~l~,l~l~,l~xand~,-~,(mod~)~ 
<< Jrn log2 x 
P(Y) 
= 7*(Y) 
d-- 
-log2 x. 1 
WY) 
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5. DENSITY OF P + Q, 
Now, we prove our main theorem using Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 4.1. 
From the Schwarz inequality, we have 
=R 1 1, 
n - K = rpn - (., 
In+Q.lCx 
where R denotes the number of r] E P+ @ with (~1 Gx, and where C(q) is 
the number of representations of q in P + CD. 
THEOREM 5.1. P + CD has positive density in Z[i] [2]. 
ProojI Romanoff’s method [4] immediately yields 
where D(q) is the number of solutions of x- 7~’ = q, 17~1 <x, 171’1 <x, and 
F(q) the number of solutions of $, - 4nS = q, [$,,I <x, I4,,I 6 x. The first 
sum on the right in (5.1) counts those solutions with 17rl = In’1 and the 
second counts those with 1x1 # lx’\. Obviously, 
c C(q)> c 1 1 1>>x*. 
lrll G-X 1111 4 .x/z IhI c x/z 
Now, using Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 4.1, we get 
(5.2) 
=x2x St-S,-, 
t Jr’ 
(5.3) 
where 
St= c IP*(rl) P*(Yz)l Jz*h) ‘*(Y2) 
WlYl,Y2))Gf Ny,) Ny2) . 
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Now, following Erdiis [ I] 
where 
so that 
<< (log log N(v,))’ -c-c log8 1. 
By partial summation, 
Hence (5.3) gives 
Now, (5.1) and (5.2) give 
(5.4) 
l<<R x-2+X-4 c D(Y/)F(v]) 
Iv1 GX > 
so that x2 <-CR, using (5.4). With this the proof of Theorem 5.1 is 
complete. 
6. DENSITY OF P* + lJckJ 
Next, we show that for any sequence a, < a2 < . . . in E + with 
A(x) = o(x), there exists an increasing sequence U = {u,, u2, . . . ) in Z+ with 
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u, <a,,, such that P* + U is of density zero. In fact, U can be found such 
that P* + U+ ... + U (k summands) is of density zero for each k E B+. 
We call an increasing sequence U highly dioisible if for each m there 
exists N(m) such that u,, ~0 (mod m) for all n 2 N(m). An increasing 
sequence V is called highZy indivisible if there exists b such that for each 
prime p 3 b, only finitely many u, are divisible by p; thus, for p 2 b there 
exists M(p) with only M(p) of the u, divisible by p. As usual, for any 
sequence S, S(x) denotes the counting function, defined as the cardinal 
number of {neZ+ Is,<x}. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let U be highly divisible and let V be highly indivisible. 
Then 6( UCk’ + V) = 0 for each k E Z+, where we have written UCk’ for 
U+ ... + U (k summands). 
Proof. First consider the special case where V is the empty sequence. 
For each rnEZ+, U(x) < x/m + N(m), so that 6(U) 6 l/m; since m is 
arbitrary, 6(U”‘)=6(U)=O. Now if 6(U’k-1J)=0, then for each rnEZ+, 
u(k)(x)<;+ # {Ui, + “’ +Ui,GXlUi,+ ... +uik $ O(modm)} 
<z+kN(m) Ufk-“(x), 
m 
so that 
again, m being arbitrary, 6( UCk’) = 0 follows. 
In the general case, we write W (k) for UCk) + V, so that W(O) = V. Then 
for each n > b we have 
W’“‘(~)=#{~<xJo~V,v~O(modp)forsomepwithb~p~n} 
+ #{o<x(o~V,u f O(modp)forallpwithb<p<n} 
so that 
since n is arbitrary, 6(W’O’)=O. 
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NOW, let 6( WCk ~ ’ ‘) = 0. For each p 2 b we have 
#{u+u<x~uEU(k), u~V,u+u=O(modp)} 
~#{u+u~x~uuUU(k),u~V,~ g.4 O(modp)} 
+ #{u+udxlu~U’~),u~ V,zlrO(modp)} 
6 #{u+u~x~uEU’k’, u E V, u f 0 (mod p)> + M(p) UCk’(x) 
Q kN(p) W’k-” (x) + M(p) Uk’(X). 
Therefore, for each n > b we have 
W(k)(x) 6 c kN(p) W’k-l)(X)+ c M(p) U(k)(X) 
bSp<n b<p$n 
+x I-l 
b<p<n 
so that 
6( W(k)) < 6( W’k - l) ) c kN(P)+&U’k’) 1 M(p)+ I-j (1-b) 
b<p<n b<p<n b<p<n 
since n is arbitrary, 6( WCk’) = 0. 1 
LEMMA 6.1. Let A(x) = o(x). Then there is a highly divisible sequence U 
with u, < a,. 
Proof. Let m, be the largest integer such that 
Take u, = nm,; then u, < u2 < ... and u, < nm,! < na,/n = a,,. Moreover, 
m, + co, so that for each d only finitely many u, are not divisible by d. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A(x) = o(x), and let V be highly divisible. Then there 
is a sequence U with u, < a, such that 6( UCk) + V) = 0 for all k. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let A(x) = o(n). Then there is a sequence U with 
u,<a, such that 6(UCk’+ P*)=O for all k. 
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